Law school chancellor
addresses race relations
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C/iance/Ior and Dean of the University of California-Hastings College Of Law Frank Wu spoke about race in America today.
By GRIFFIN METTO
'ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Rights issues of various kinds
have been subjects of intense debate throughout the history of the
United States. On Oct. 16, Chancellor and Dean of the University
of California-Hastings College of
Law Frank Wu came to the College to discuss civil rights from his
perspective as a lawyer and son of
Chinese immigrants.

Due to his large body of work
on racial issues, including books
on discrimination against Chinese
and Japanese-Americans, Wu said
his friends often ask htm , "Why
are you obsessed with race?" He
responds: "I'm not obsessed; we all
are." To demonstrate his point , he
told stories of seven or eight yearold kids who run up to him on the
street and challenge him to kung fu
fights or perform "Gangnam Style"
in front of him.
Wu said he doesn't consider

these incidents malicious becausethey involve very young people
who don 't know any better. He said
the kids have no intention of being
offensive, but he added that these
incidents do make him think about
what the kids may do when they 're
older. "What will happen when this
kid's in a very different position?"
he asked.
Growing up outside of Detroit
See RACE, Page 3

Students Attend Mix It Up Retreat
By SAM LEBLANC
NEWS EDITOR

Colby students participated
in the first ever Mix it U p Retreat on Nov. 18 and 19 in an
effort to brid ge the gap between international and domestic students on campus. One
of the main coordinators of
the event , Nick LaRovere '15 ,
said , "I thought something like
this would be another great resource for first years and all the
Colby community."
Sponsored by the Student
Government Association (SGA),
the International Club and the
Dean of Students Office , the purposes of the Mjjbc it Up Retreat
are to break down any sense of
awkwardness or discomfort between groups of people who may
seem very different from one
another and to learn from each
other. LaRovere said that the
international and domestic student dichotomy is just one of the
divisions on campus , but it exists "not because the two groups
don 't want to get to know each

other, more just because nervousness and breaking through
whatever divide there may be [is
challenging].... We stay where
we 're comfortable."
The event took shape through
conversations between LaRovere , other International Club

The roughly
25 students
who attended
the retreat
spent Saturday
at the Pine
Tree Camp in
Rome, Maine.
members and last year 's SGA
Treasurer JJ Ndayisenga ' 13
about suc h divides within the
College community. "JJ was the
one who approached me with
the idea. We worked hand in
hand to recruit people to work

on the project as well as spearhead the collaboration among
different organizations on campus ," LaRovere said.
The roughly 25 students who
attended the retreat spent Friday
into Saturday at the Pine Tree
Camp in Rome , Maine. The
first night , students participated in conversations that helped
them get to know each other;
those conversations eventually
developed into deeper discussions about each student 's fears.
That evening, SGA co-President
Wayne Kim '14 visited the retreat to speak about his experiences as a first-year at the College and how challenging it was
for him to feel out of place , "[it
was] one of the highlig hts of
the weekend.... Kim reflected
on his [College] experience and
offered advice to those younger
than himself ," LaRovere said.
The second day, students partici pated in "dyads ," an activity
in which students pair up and
talk to each other for roughly
See RETREAT. Page 2

A conversation with
A.C. Thompson
ByJUUANNAHAUBNER
COEDTTUR4NCHIEF
If, years ago, you had told AC.
Thompson he would end up working
as an investigativejournalist, he may
not have believed you. Growing up in
the suburbs of Fairfax County, Virginia
and spendinga large portionof his adult
life in the San Francisco Bay Area,
Thompson held a wide range of jobs:
from a punk band roadie and security
guard to a bike messenger and a mentor
to incarceratedteens.That led him to a
non-profit organization for teens and
20-somethings called Youth Outlook,
whichpublisheda newspaper
and taught
him the basics, which in turn led to ajob
at ProPublica, national recognition and
accolades, and, on Oct 27, a ceremony
in LorimerChapel that will honor him as
the 2013 Recipient of the College's prestigious Elijah Parish LovejoyJournalism
Award.
"I startedreallydoing investigativereportingat one of my firstjobsworkingat
an alternate weeklyin San Francisco and
1had no clue what I was doing," he said
during a phone interview with the Echo
this week,beforehis arrival on theHill. "I
didn't knowwhat it meantto bean investigative reporter, I didn't know what was
involved. I had no conceptof the job."
That was, at least, until an editor at the
paper showed him the ropes, and in the
process taught him that at the center of
investigativejournalism is civics. "What
he taughtme was that thereweregovemI mem offices all over the place...that had
the information that I was looking for

and thathad all kindsof details that averagefolks don't see. I started realizingthat
really good irrvestigativereportingis the
synthesisofhumansourcesand data and
documentarysources.And Oat it's very
hard to do thisjob unless you understand
whereall thesemodes of informationare
and how to access them."
Thompsonsfirst big story came "a
couple of years" into his career, when
he spent six months looking into the
possible wrongful conviction of two
San Francisco men who were serving
life sentences in prison tor murder.His
instinct, it turns out, was right: the story
was published, and contributed to the
prisoners' release and exoneration for
the alleged crimes. "When they were
releasedfrom prison
, I realized that this
was the thing I wanted to do with my
life and why I did this work;this was
die most importantthing that I could be
doing," Thompson said "It made me
realize that investigative reporting can
havethese incredibly tangible and material resultsand that they can go beyond
provokingdiscussion [or] conversation...
they can actuallylead to a material improvement of people's conditions in the
world," and that's what made me stick
with it"
Since then, his focuses have ranged
from police brutality in post-Katrina
New Orleans to patient treatment in
assisted-living facilities. His processof
decidingon a topic, he explained, mostly
has to do with determiningwhat is worth
spending a long period of time on, and
which will have the most impact "I look
for a story wheremy work has potential
to change public policy or the potential
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Family Homecoming Weekend Schedule of Events
FRIDAY, OCT.25

10 a.m.-5 p.m. Museum of Art open
I

1-4 p.m.Toursof Miller Library
Special
Collections
1 - 5 p.m. Open hours for Dean of
Students and Campus Life offices
Eustis AdministrationBuilding and
Cotter Union
2 - 4 p.m. Miller Library tower tours
Tour departs from the front steps of
Miller Library.
3 p.m. Open house for WMHB 89.7
FM and The Colby Echo
WMHB lobby,Basement, Roberts
Building
4-5p.m. Career panel-Marketing
21st CenturyStyle
Ostrove Auditorium, Diamond

8:30 p.m. Family Homecoming
weekendwelcome reception
MarcheseBlue Light Pub, Cotter
Union

11 a.m. - Noon
Opportunities to study off campus
Given Auditorium,
BixlerArt and Music Center

4 p.m. Economics, Government, and
Global Studiesreception
Atrium,
Diamond Building

9 p.m. The Late Show, second
a cappella concert ($5 tickets must be
purchased in advance)
LorimerChapel

11a.m. - Noon Concussions and the
Division HI Athlete
Room 145, Diamond Building

4-6 p.m. History Department reception
LoPo, Cotter Union

1p.m. Men's football vs. Bates
SeavemsField,
HaroldAlfbnd Stadium

4:30-5:30 p.m. English Department
reception
Room 220, MillerLibrary

1p.m. Mens Rugby vs. UNE
Rugby Fteld

7:30 p.m. Colby on Stage
StriderTheater

SATURDAY,OCT.26
9 a.m.- 5 p.m. Museum of Art open
9 - 9:30 sun. President's reception for
alumni, parents, faculty,and students
Atrium, Diamond Building
9:30 -10:15 a.m. State of the College
conversation with President Adams
Ostrove Auditorium, Diamond
Building
10 aan. Womens Rugby vs. Tufts
Rugby Field

4:15 - 5:30 p.m. It's More Than a
Room—It 's a Residential Experience
Room 122, Diamond Butlding

10:30 -11:15 a.m. Life Outside the
Classroom: NavigatingNew Territory
Room 141, Diamond Building

7 p.m. The Early Show, a cappella
concert ($5 tickets must be purchased
in advance)
Lorimer Chapel

10:30 a.m. - Noon Woodsmen team
demonstration
Woodsmens area, Washington Street

First retreat a success
From RACE RELATIONS. Pago 1

half an hour about their life stories. "Dyads encourage students
to pair up with someone they
don 't know well and to gel to
know each other throug h discussion. [The] dyads also led into a
conversation on community divisions [on the Hill] and how to
overcome them ," LaRovere said.
Ethan Archer ' 17 attended the
retreat and said , "I got to meet
some amazing people who 1
probably would have never had
the chance to meet and 1 got to
know a few of my friends a bit
better. There was a lot of valuable conversation about interesting topics concerning the
c o m m u n i t y here at [the College]. I'd definitel y do it again. "
"[It was] one of the most
meaningful
weekends
I' ve

had at Colby so far," Russian Language Assistant Sanya
Lintcbakh who also attended the
retreat said , "Besides the beautiful lake , fun games and baking
a great apple pie , the amount of
genuine and sincere talks was
beyond my expectations.... As a
language assistant I' m new here,
and in the everyday small talks I
really missed such real connections. [There were] wonderful
people and lots of inspiration. "
LaRovere was "truly blown
away by the strength of our
community of attendees. We entered the retreat as individuals ,
and left as a cohesive community....Response to the retreat
has been so positive that attendees have even expressed interest
in us hosting a similar retreat in
the spring and in the p l a n n i n g
similar 'Mix !t Up ' style events
in the near future on campus. "

3 p.m. Alumni of Color Network
reception
Pugh Center, Cotter Union
3 - 5 p.m. Miller Library towertours
Tourdeparts from the front steps of
Miller Library.
3-30- 430p.m.East Asian Studies
reception
Room423, Lovejoybuilding
4 pjn. Music Department Showcase
Given Auditorium,BixlerArt and
MusicCenter
4 pj n. Colby Improv performance
Ostrove Auditorium,Diamond

SUNDAY, OCT.27
lOajn. -1 p.nx Hillel Family
breakfast
Secondf l o o, Pugh
r
Center
10-30 a-m. - Noon German Dept
brunch
FairthildRoom, Dana dining hall
Pay$6 at the door.
10:30-11:30 a.m. CatholicMass
Lorimer Chapel
Noon -1230 pj n. Colby College
Chapel, Ecumenical
Christian Service
LorimerChapel

HARDY GIRLS HEALTHY WOMEN'S FREAKY 5K

Students at iheVbtfege and members of the Waterville community took part in the Freaky 5K The participants wore
silly or scary costumes as part of an effort to reduce the pressure on young women to dress in "sexy "clothes

Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log

Wu speaks on race
From RACE RELATIONS . Page 1

with few, if any, Chinese friends,
Wu said that as a child he resented
his parents for the fact that he was
Chinese. "I knew that somehow it
was their fault."
Wu explained that he felt his
parents were also unfair and didn 't
understand the race-related challenges he faced when they told
him , "You should try harder to fit
in. " Eventually, Wu said, he came
to understand that his parents "of
course faced all of these same issues," with regard to race.
When he got to college , Wu
started thinking more about issues
of diversity and race and read every book he could on the subjects.
Regardless of their political views,
Wu said most of the authors gave
very little attention to races outside
of black and white.
He believes that this narrow vision of diversity remains a problem today. "Race is not literally
or figuratively black and white ,"
he said. Wu discussed the work
of W.E.B Dubois , who said that a
person could have a commitment
to racial equality that goes beyond
African American strugg les.
He noted that African-Americans were not the only people
considered non-white in the
earl y United States. For some
time, Irish people and Jews were
treated as separate ethnic groups
and other minorities such as
Asian- Americans were ignored
or marginalized. Wu believes
that races other than AfricanAmerican continue to receive
too little attention in discussions
of diversity today.
In addition to the fact that some
races tend to receive less attention

in public discourse. Wu also sees
a problem in the perception that
racial issues have been solved by
laws. "Now the challenge is to persuade people that bigotry still exists," he said.
More than any biases or perceived bigotry, Wu said that the
reason he became so interested in
civil rights issues was the Vincent
Chin case in 1982, which involvied
a Chinese-American man beaten to
death by two white men. "This is a
case that set me on the course toward what I do," he said.
Chin and his friends had gone
to a strip club for his bachelor
party. Two drunk white men confronted them , but Chin and his
friends escaped.
The white men, who had accused Chin and his friends of taking the white men 's jobs, found
him hours later at a McDonald's
and beat him to death with a baseball bat. They received no jail time
in a state criminal trial , ended up
being acquitted in a federal civil
rights trial and settled a civil suit
out of court.
Wu said that case shocked him
into realizing the seriousness of
racial issues and the potential for
words and racial slurs to lead to
something more dangerous. Still,
he remains hopeful that there will
be progress in race relations in the
future. "I' m an optimist at the end
of the day," he said.
While he noted that racial issues
in the country may never be completely solved, he expressed hope
for continued progress. "Maybe it 's
a process, not an outcome," Wu said.
He believes that, like democracy,
racial issues are an ongoing process
in which continued participation is
more important than reaching an
endpoint.

Thompson speaks
with The Colby Echo

erated hundredsof tips and leads, and
hundreds of people who they felt they
could interactdirectlywith a reporter and
to cliange what's going on in the world. have a conversation with that reporter
If I think that it's a great story but my and possibly shape the story." With that,
work is not going to aher the course of though, comes a need for skepticism
events, I may have less interest in doing when finding the truth. "1 can 't just rely
that," he said "1 look for stories where on anybody's words," he said. "Words
my intervention and my peers' interven- are nothing to me. What I can rely on is
tion might lead to significant changes."
a sort of mosaic of evidence, and when a
While his cntena for subject matter person tells me something and someone
haven't changed, Thompson said that else hacks that up and there's a document
the method of fact-finding has, with the (or evidence\...then 1 can rely on those
prominence of social media. He used words."
I*mPublica as an example, saying that
When askedw hat he consideredto be
they are consistently using Facebook, the most important thing an inv cstigabve
Twitter and other social media U XJ LS to reporter could contribute to the world,
encourage people to interactwith a-port- Tliompson hesitated to give a definiers and share leads and ideas, a twist on uv e answer, as he believes that for every
what Ite called "the old model of'do you reporter, success and meaning comes
have a tip'.'"' The organization haseven in a different form. "For some people
started '¦specific call-outs and requests it's publtshing an absolutely gorgeous
for interaction," which Thompson de- narrative that people want to read from
scribed as the eslablisliment of a direct start to finish, and thai fulfills a creative
conversation with readers and viewers, impulse. Few me, I'd like to do tliat, but
asking lor people who work in specific I'd alsolike to accomplishother things...
f ields or have seen certain tilings happen- For a young journalist, 1 think you should
ing around them to prov ide information. figure out whatyou want the outcomeoff
This approach was particularly suc- your work to be., .what you want to be."
cessful, he noted, with a recent project
Thompson will deliver the Lovejoy
he worked on: "We did those sorts of Convocationaddresson Sunday at 5:30
callouts and interactions and they gen- p.m. in Lorimer Chapel.
From AWARD WINNER. Page 1
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Writer's Center to attend conference in Tampa
By CARLI JAFF
FEATURES EDITOR

From Nov 1 -3 , three student tutors from the Farnham
Writer 's Center, Olivia Biagetti '14 , Andy Kang '15 and
Justin Lutian '15 , will accompany the Director of the Writers ' Center and Visiting Assistant Professor of Writing Paula
Harrington and Coordinator of
the Farnham Writers ' Center
and Colby Writing Program
Alexander Champoux to the
National Conference on Peer
Tutoring in Writing (NCPTW)
in Tampa , Florida.
The Writer 's Center has participated in this conference for
a very long time, Champoux

said. In an email , he explained .
"Moving into our new location
this year, we had to go through
all of our archives and cull
out things that we didn 't need
anymore. One of the neates t
discoveries was that we 've
been attending NCPTW since
its very inception...all the way
back in the mid 1980s."
The theme of this year 's
conference is "The Year of the
Writer " in which peer tutors
will learn about tutoring students with different identities ,
such as language barriers and
multicultural
back grounds.
According to the NCPTW
website , "this conference will
also hope to explore the different needs of tutees and propose ways to mediate the dis-

COURTESTOF WEB COLHV.EIXJ/FARNHUMWRITERSCENrER'

Tite FarnhamWritersCenter/mnidesp e e rtutoringf o rstuiiatisof ~attyyeuron Campus

tance in culture , class , gender
and education that can exist
between tutor and tutee. Finally, attendees will be asked
to consider what barriers exist
between the physical center
and the tutee-—what risks does
a tutee face when visiting the
writing center?"
Tutors from every organization will give talks on different
aspects of this broad topic. The
students from Colby will present a speech entitled "Negotiating Tutee Anxiety and Identity Gaps." In an email Biagetti
said , "The Colby crew is focusing on bridging the anxiety gap
between tutees and tutors. We
believe tutors need to not onl y
be knowledgeable about writing, but also socially and emotionally knowledgeable."
The primary goal of NCPTW
is to give students different approaches to tutoring that they
can bring back to their respective
schools and share with their peer
tutors. Harrington said, "The tutors learn a great deal at NCPTW
from their discussions with other
tutors , coordinators and directors , and from attending panels
on specific topics. They hear
how other centers approach
programs similar to our own—
writing fellows, for example,
or first-year writing course support—and how they work with
similar groups of students."
Harrington continued , "This
year, for instance, there will be
several roundtables and panels
about tutoring with multilingual students just when Colby
is itself experiencing a large

increase in the number of international students. So, the tutors bring back new ideas and
approaches to the work they
are doing, which they not only
use in their own tutoring sessions but also share with the
rest of the tutoring staff."
From this conference, the
three students are hoping to
learn how they can take methods that other schools use
when approaching identity
gaps and translate them back
to the Writer 's Center at the
College. Kang said , "When
the gap is so wide between
the tutee and the tutor , how
do you navigate that situation
without affecting [them] and
without being too demanding ? English was not my first
language, even though it 's
my strongest language now...
so I try to make international
students feel comfortable by
telling them . 'Don 't get too
frustrated. I' ve experienced
the same thing trying to learn
Eng lish as well , ' and I' ve just
tried to connect with them on
that level. "
"I believe this exposure to
our colleagues ' practices (and
exposore to the sun) will improve Colby 's center because
the Writers ' Center pedagogy
is always shifting," Biagettti
added. Harrington agreed , and
shared that , "In essence, I take
away the same thing as the tutors , but on the level of directing a writing center. I learn
about programs and services
that other colleges provide at
their writing centers as well

as about approaches to common issues. I also learn about
current developments and best
practices in the field. I take all
this information back with me
and , again , put it to use both
in my own work as director
and through sharing it with
our staff members and getting
their thoughts and feedback."
Kang hopes that coming
back from this conference,
he can be a resource for other
writing tutors at the College.
He said , "They cover a bunch
of different topics like English as a second language or
English Language Learners
(ELL)... and I' m hoping to go
see a bunch of lectures and expand my own sense of things
and tutoring someone with
disabilities or tutoring someone who has opinions that are
very against yours."
The Writer 's Center is committed to evolving their program and improving their tutoring techniques. Harrington
said in an email , "The Writers '
Center is... a place where we
are always growing and learning—trying new things , refining existing programs , and ,
most of all , working together
in an ongoing practice of collaborative learning."
She continued , "This conference , as well as others we 've
attended in the past , affects the
Writers ' Center by keep ing us
engaged in that process.
Simp ly put , it 's an important
part of our professional development—and that is a process
that never stops , nor should it. "

Feketeresearches antibioticresistance
By TARINIIIARDIKAR
NEWS STAFF

Professor of Biology Frank
Fekete has been teaching at Colby
for the last 30 years. During his
time at Colby, he says, "A lot has
changed.. .We have come a long
way, from a lime where Colby had
hardly any lab facilities or instrumentation to now. We arc so much
betterequipped." He also added that
the tone of research has changed
over the years, and went on to explain the global trend in biology research. "Now, molecular geneticsis
seen as tlie ultimate proof," he said.
This demonstrates the advancements in understanding and technology in die field.
Fekete's research, which began
in 2001 . has involved many Colby
studentsover the years. Over 30 of
his research students have gone on
to pursue PhDsin microbiology and
related fields and many of them now
teach themselves.Trevor liurdigun
'09. whn wnrfced in Fekete's lah dur-

on his MD/PhD at the Medical ColHis research has involved worklege of Georgia at Georgia Regents ing with diese fads with an environUniversity.Hardigan spoke at Colby mental approach in mind. "Mercury
on October 17 about pursuing a MD/ comes from the burning of fossil
PhD and tlie applicafuels in Midwest and
tion process; the carJet streams cany
reercenter organized
over these pollutthe discussion.
ants to Maine. This
Fekete's research
is why we need fish
is based on tlie fact
consumption advidial bacteria show
sories. Mercury conthe
phenomenon
taminated fish pose
a serious threat to
of co-selection for
pregnant women."
antibiotic and merHe went on to talk
cury—resistance. It
about the practical
was observed that
significance of his
mercury resistant
bacteria would sework: "Not only is
lect for antibiotic
mercury contaminaresistance and thus,
tion directly causfuture generations
ing harm to the enof bacteria would
vironment, but the
also develop antiantibiotic resistance
biotic
resistance.
bacteriathat develop
This is a very trouas a result obviously
Frank
Fekete
bling issue since it
have many undeProfessor of Biology
implies that with
sired implications."
increasing mercury
The next part
pollution in the enof his research invironment, a greater number of
volves collaboration with a forbacteria will develon resistance to mer student of his. who is now

We have
come a long
way, from a
time where
Colby had
hard ly any
lab facilities
or instrumentation to
now.
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Professor Fekete has taught at Colbyfor the past 30 years Many of the students
who have worked m his research lab have gone on to pursue an MD or PhD
College , Brooke Jude 4 99. "We
are working to understand how
the bacteria which have developed antibiotic resistance via
the environment affect human
pathogens. We will be working
with Vibrio cholera, the eaus-

Professor Fekete has been an
asset to the Colby community
by his impact on the students he
teaches and die research he conducts. He is excited to continuing
exploring exciting research prosnects of microbiolouv. esneciallv

Mountaineering Club offers exciting
Campus debates
opportunities on campus for climbers underage drinking
By KATHLEEN CARROLL
NEWS STAFF

Whether you 've been
climbing all your life or
have never tried , the Colby Moutaineering Club
(CMC) p lans tri ps , teaches
clinics and attends competitions for any interested
students on campus.
Most on campus probably know the CMC as the
group that runs the climbing wall in the Field House
in the Harold Alfond Athletic Center. However , the
club does so much more
than just that. Its goal is tc
get peop le of every level
of experience c l i m b i n g ,
and w i t h proper instruction. A l t h o u g h the club
does not have any specifi c
meeting times , there are
c l i m b i n g ni ghts at the wall
in the Field House as well
as a wide range of different tri ps , c l i n i c s and competitions to get everyone
The Colby Mountaineering Club participates in a variety of rock climbing
who is interested involved
from climbing on the Colby Rock Walt to ice climbing throughout Maine
in climbing.
Tri ps to get students involved in climbing are of- been set yet , however those more information.
Other than just setting up
fered multiple times a year. interested should keep an
competitions such as AsThe club travels around eye out for i n f o r m a t i o n .
Another interesting ac- cension for the campus to
Maine and New Hampshire to encourage peop le tivity the CMC does every participate in . members of
to climb in the outdoors , year is offer ice-climbing CMC pa rt i c i pa t e in collewhich provides a beauti- clinics to students of the giate climbing competitions
ful change of scenery from Hill. In this type of climb- against other schools as well.
the indoor c l i m b i n g wall. ing, equipment such as an The club has traveled to a
Whenever a tri p is of- ice tool is used , which a competition at Dartmouth
climber swings College multiple times to
fered , an email
at the ice to compete with many other
is sent out and
get
a
hold. schools in the area. In these
those interested
So are cram- competitions , the goal is to
should contact
, w h i c h are take the most difficult route
co-Presidents
Members of pons
metal
sp ikes possible and whoever makes
Kody Spencer
at the bottom it up the hardest route is the
' 14 and Hay den
the Colby
of
c l i m b i n g winner. There are prelimiCarpenter ' 14.
Mountainboots that en- nary rounds and climbers are
Their
most
climbers judged on the difficulty of
hands-on
trip
eering Club able
to scale
the their course. The ones with
by far , howevice. The clinics the hi ghest scores will coner , is the climbparticipat e
teach students tinue onto the Final round.
ing tri p that is
in collegiate how to use this One or two members of the
offered during
e q u i p m e n t , CMC usuall y make it into
spring
break
climbing
what
to
be this very competitive last
in conjunction
with the Colb y
competitions aware of when round each time the club attends the competition.
climbing
and
Outing Club.
against oth- basic climbing The CMC is very easy to
In the last
This get involved in. The best
few years , the
er schools as technics.
clinic
usually way is to just go down to the
group has gone
occurs
during climbing wall in the Athletic
to p laces such
well.
the weekend of Center. However, if students
as
the
Red
have questions or want to
Winter
Carnival
River Gorge in
and more infor- get all of the announcements
Kentucky and
Horse Shoe Canyon in Ar- mation will be released as from the CMC , co-Presidents are available and can
kansas. The group camps the event approaches.
Yet another activity the be contacted.
out for a week and climbs
The club is always lookas much as they can w i t h i n CMC has set up in the past is
Ascension. This has not hap- ing for more members and
the time given.
there
are p lenty of ways to
Spencer says that even pened in a few years , howwhen the weather does not ever the club is hoping to get involved. Some beg inallow for as much c l i m b i n g set one up for this upcoming ner trips are going to be
as the group would like , March or April. Ascension sent out soon by the Generthe trip is enjoyable any- is a low-key competition for al Announcements regardway. Even when the weath- peop le of all abilities. Any- ing when the next climber is not ideal , the group one who wants to try it can ing ni ght will occur. This
still c l i m b s as much as pos- participate. It will happen club welcomes climbers of
sible , hangs out w i t h other down at the climbing wall in all abilities and students
c l i m b i n g groups and en- the Athletic Center , so stu- are encouraged to give the
joys themselves. Plans for dents should look out for (he Colby Mountaineering Club

By GRACE BALDWIN
FEATURES EDITOR

This year on—campus drinking and controversies surrounding
underage drinking have become a
hot topic for both the Administration and students at the College.
Between the 11 students sent to the
hosp ital within the first weekend
due to high alcohol intake and the
recent 20 court summons of students due to underage drinking, issues surrounding social life on the
Hill have sparked conversation all
over the campus .
The 20 court summons were ordered when a student-rented bus
transporting students from an off
campus house in Rome . Maine
was pulled over on its way back
to the College. The incident resulted in an article in the Bangor
Daily News and a reference by
The Bowdoin Orient, the studentrun newspaper of Bowdoin College. Students were frustrated
by the amount of seeming l y misconstrued information that has
presented the College in a negative light to the public. Namel y
a quote by a police officer in the
Bangor Daily Mews describing the
off campus house in Rome as "a
'Colby house. ' It 's so students can
get together and throw parties. "
In an article meant to encourage
students in Brunswick to drink
responsibly. The Bowdoin Orient
referenced the first Colby weekend. "To put that in perspective ,
11 Colby students have already
been hospitalized for hi gh blood
alcohol content since the start of
the year: seven of them were first
years ," said the staff w rote in their
weekly editorial.
Students at the College hav e utilized Colb y Confessions, a Facebook group started on Sep. IS to
vent their varying op inions on the
matter. The page serves as a place
where students can post anonymously about confessions ranging
from the hilariously absurd to the
emotionally alarming.
The anonymous creator of Colby Confessions said in a Facebook
message, "I started this page as a
fun and amusing means of procrastination , but also so that people
who were nervous about confessing something in public could now
get it off their chest anonymously."
The page erupted after a student ,
who is only identified by the post
number 860, posted the Bangor
Daily News article and commented ,
"Not cool... How long arc we going
to persist with this kind of attitude '.'
We don 't need to show off this habit! We can drink in moderation , responsibly, safely, in our rooms, and
have fun without getting wasted...
I' m grateful you were not driving
but a little unhappy that you put so
much effort (hiring a bus to ferry
you wherever you were going) into
just getting drunk!"
Another
anonymous
poster
(#903) wrote , "All everyone here
does is drink and party. People
throwing up evervwhere and staggering in the hall anytime of the

college for the education. Hookups , partying, and smoking needs
to be taken elsewhere. 1 really never
knew that this was one of the biggest party schools ever." Post number 896 said , "Listen up you Colby
A**holes. It 's about the underage
drinking. There is way too much of
that going on here. Find something
else to do with your life."
In response to the outwardly
negative posts , others have responded by defending the level of
drinking on campus and the rationale behind the school bus. Poster
886 responded to post 860. by saying, "the bus was for convenience
and safety for all those attending
the party. No one on the bus was
belligerently drunk , and the students were certainly not trying to
'show off' that they w ere partying
or drunk. "
Before long the tone and usage of the page had changed
from li ghthearted gossip publicly broadcasted , to black—or—
w h i t e perspectives. The admin
of the page ev entually refused to
post any more comments regarding students * smoking and drinking, and suggested that students
instead take their views to the
Civil Discourse page of the General Announcements.
"1 am refusing to post further
arguments regarding drinking
and smoking on the page because it very clearl y took away
from what I wanted Colby Confessions to be," they commented.
The statement continued by saying, "When [Colby Confessions]
first caug ht on. it got [around)
500 likes in the first few day s,
but once the drinking and smoking debate got fired up, the page
lost its positive connotation. "
In the past couple of weeks. Student Health on Campus (SHOC).
a student run group that works to
educate students about issues related to health and wellness, has
started gathering submissions of
Alcohol Narratives in order to organize a more formal discussion
of the College 's drinking culture.
"This was the first time that we
asked the community for stories
specifically related to alcohol. Regardless of drinking habits , Colby 's drinking culture has impacted
each student 's experience on campus in various forms and degrees.
Drinking cultures are found at virtually every small , liberal arts college in America and it is important
tor students lo acknowledge and
address their school's drinking
culture , ideally with constructive
and nonjudgmental dialogues ,"
said Ginger Brooker '14 , a member of SHOC.
SHOC is hosting Alcohol
Awareness beginning Monday
Oct 21. where they have a number of events plan to spread
awareness about alcohol use on
the Hill. "SHOC's efforts to promote healthy drinking and safe
decision-making arc not reactions
to specific events; rather it is the
mission of SHOC to promote student health , which includes promoting healthy drinking habits .
"

I

LETTER FROM THE EDITORS:
Several weeksago, the Echo asked readerswhat they thought of Colby Confessions, a Facebook page devoted to anonymously sharing virtually anything Colby
students(or, in one hilarious case, Ohio State students) have to say. (We also discuss
Colby Confessionswith regardto the underagedrinking bust in the article "Campus
debates underagedrinking'' in this week's Featuressection). Abouthalf the survey's
responses viewed the page primarily as a flash in the pan.
This hasn't turned out to be the case—at least not yet Colby Confessions has
maintained a fairly vibrantpresenceand succeeds in starting a wide range of conversations on campus. And despite the trivial nature of a significantportion of the
content on the page, its continued relevance raises some interesting—and even
important—questionsaboutthe Hate of conversationon the Hill.
The Class of 2017 doesn't know what a Civil Discourseblow-up looks like yet
That, in and of itself, isn't a problem—we2014ersdidn't reallyeitheruntil the fabled
Skin Day incidentof 2011. But with the continuedrelevanceof ColbyConfessions,
it's possiblethat they'll never witnessthe vigor and genuinepassionthat erupted out
of thoseseeminglytwice-annualclashes. It's far too early to announce the deathof
the Civil Discourse, but thatdoesn't mean wecan't be worried about the possibility
Complaints about the Discourse were commonplace, especially during and
after a particularly vitriolic spat Many criticized its tendency for grandiose language; even more criticized its grammatical pedantry. Perhaps the most common
objections people had to the Discourse, however, were its seemingly ironic lack
of civility and its enabling of students to "hide behind their computers." (The
former was an especially tiresome critique: the "civil" in Civil Discourse never
referred to the interpersonal tone of the forum but rather the population-wide nature of its reach.) Looking back, we have to at least give those accused of hiding
behind their keyboards credit, because at least they knew they couldn't hide behind a list-generatednumber as an identity.
Oceans of ink have been spilled over the issue of anonymity on the internet
We won't try to contribute much to that, because the results are in: the internet
breeds bullies and trolls. We will lament, however, that if the campus discourse
has made a permanent move to the anonymous internet, we might go from Colby
Confessionsto Colby Conniptions.
Colby Confessions is comprised mainly of insipid, Craigslistian missed connections. These are mostly dumb, occasionally funny, but altogether harmless.
The real danger amves when more important issues(like the "Drunk Bus" incident) are brought up, becausethe discoursedoes not improve.
To criticize past years' Civil Discoursesfor their highfalutin' diction is fair, but
the inverse is a much more troublesome reality.The accountability inherent in the
Discourse begat creative, thoughtful, thorough and well-written discussion.At its
worst, it was silly, competitivewordsmithing,but at its best, the Civil Discourse
could truly change lives. It forced people to own their opinions, to argue, but also
to admit when they were wrong.
So, Colby, let's not lose the spirit of the Civil Discourse;otherwise, we're all
just a number.
- Tun Badrnington '14

- JuliannaHaubner't4
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Improving SGA: Let 's redraw Colby

A couple weeks ago, I wrote
my first-ever opinion piece
about the flaws of the election
process of the Student Government Association (SGA). However, as some pointed out , my
article did not address any potential solutions. As the purpose
of it was solely to point out the
flaws , I did feel it necessary to
lay out some of the ideas 1 have
in mind.
Let 's start with a pop quiz:
what electoral body of the United States Congress is the least
representative
body,
giving
each state equal say regardless
of population? If you guessed
the Senate, then you were right.
If you guessed SGA , you came
close. After all , each Colby dorm
benefits from equal representation. The question becomes: is
it fair that a large dorm , such
as Dana , has the same weight in
SGA politics as a smaller dorm
like Piper?
The answer to that , in my
humble opinion , is no. No form
of government can truly be representative of the population if
twenty people can have the same
number of delegates—in Colby 's
case, one—as 70. This is why

we should rerorm the existing
system. Currently, there are too
many dorm presidents. Furthermore , if one looks at the small
(meaning fewer than 70 students) dorms on campus—Goddard-Hodg kins , Perkins-Wilson ,
Treworgy, Drummond, Piper,
Sturtevant , Pierce , Marriner ,
Leonard , Williams, Grossman ,
Taylor, Averill and Johnson—
you 'll note that 10 out of 14 saw
no competition in the SGA election that took place last March.
Granted, one could say that
four of them , despite their small
size, witnessed a duel of some
sort. Yet, if one looks at the larger dorms on campus—Mary Low,
Woodman , Coburn , Foss, West,
Alfond , Heights , East, AMS and
Dana—one will in fact notice
that , out of those 10 dorms , candidates ran unopposed in five.
Of course , that ratio (50%) is
nothing to be cheerful about; it
just indicates the degree of student apathy regarding campus
politics. Now, we must analyze
why smaller dorms have less
competition; the answer in that
case is probability.
The more students you put in
a dorm , the higher probability
that one of them is interested in
campus politics and that more
candidates will face each other
in the political arena (though
without many spectators). It is
not always true , of course . Anyone who 's studied statistics will

know that exceptions occur trom
time to time, but the rule stated
above is likely to hold. This is
why I propose to you all , students of Colby College, that we
redraw the political map of campus to regroup certain dorms into
constituencies so that the ratio
of dorm presidents per student
evens out across the board.
If we redrew the map, we
could reduce the number of dorm
presidents , create more competition (and hopefully, enthusiasm),
and legitimize the position that
is given to the winner. Now, the
question that immediately comes
to mind: what about special
housing dorms? That is an issue
that needs to be addressed. However, it is possible to solve this
while also keeping constituencies around. Much like how offcampus housing has one delegate , special housing on campus
could benefit from a delegate in
addition to the president of the
whole constituency. This way, it
won 't affect the interests of nonspecial housing.
There are many reasons why
the political map of the United States is often redrawn. Of
course, many of them are purely political reasons and have
largely contributed to the polarization of American politics.
However, some are based on
numbers. That is what we need
to implement on campus. So
let 's redraw Colby.

THIS GRAND FICTION

What moves the sun and other stars?

You 're walking through Pulver and you 're in a rush. You 've
got errands to run and class is in
10 minutes. Lo and behold , you
see exactly the friend you needed
to talk to about hitting up Jokas '
this afternoon. Then presto , the
buddy whose car you borrow far
too liberally comes trudging up,
and begrudgingly hands you the
keys , but not before making sure
you pick him up something too.
As you part , the mood is light
and energetic , and it 's a clean
transition into whalever 's next
for you—class , lunch or another
chance meeting.
Stop and think about that for
a second. Everything just went
exactly your way. The people
you needed to see showed up
at precisely the rig ht time; everyone was on the same wavelength. You all had to be walking in those specific directions ,
timed perfectly for everything lo
go so smoothly. How many hidden circumstances had to align
for such a simple event lo take
place? One might almost say it
was ordained.
Well , the term is technically
"contrived. " All those characters being if) the right place at
the right time? Harsher critics

will claim that your television
show is contrived , but 99% of
the audience will just accept
it without even thinking. Besides , when they can just have
the characters collide in person
and go with the flow, the writers
aren 't going to waste precious
screentime coming up with
scenes where you 're just neurotically texting back and forth
with peop le all the time over
petty everyday stuff. What boring TV that would make!
Convenient staging of characters is hardly a one-time occurrence. You 're sitting in Dana
munching on the usual fare and
your best friend slides into the
booth. You 're striding up the
Lovejoy Bridge and that professor you needed to speak with
steps out of the door. That acquaintance you haven 't talked
to enough latel y just happens to
be silting alone in the Spa , and
you strike up a lively conversation. You 're joyfully carousing
in the Apartments on a Friday
night and you happen upon your
wayward roommate , just in time
to rescue them from a terminally
lame party. That special package arrives at the post office just
in time for the weekend. These
things happen all the time , and
we think little of all the factors
that could have aligned lo throw
everything off.
So why do these "coincidences " (as we might call them
if we looked at reality without

a camera lens) keep happening? And why is the audience
okay with them? Well , consider
the setting. Your show is lucky
enough to be set on a beautiful
campus, well-kept by the loyal
behind-the-scenes staff (you can
find out more about PPD, Security and more in the "Unsung
Heroes" featurette on the bonus
disc of the upcoming limited edition Blu-ray for this season). A
campus where the sets all exist
by the grace of their namesakes:
martyred Lovejoy, noble Cotter ,
and yes, our shows are brought
to you in part by even tarnished
Diamond himself.
So many forces , past and
present , make this small liberal
arts campus a community that 's
conducive to a wide range of
channels. Although it 's not perfect , this ivory tower , this city
on a hill , this infernal machine
makes it possible for all our
shows to coexist and intersect.
And that 's not contrived; and
that 's not ordained: our shows
survive by the everyday efforts
of all the cast and crew involved
to build them and maintain
them. When all is said and done ,
despite its flaws, Colb y College
is a pretty damn good place lo
act out the tumult of seasons
which comprise your TV show.
Next time on This Grand Fiction: Adjusting reality—how to
dramatize your life without rendering it unrealistic

The pointlessness and inefficacy of diversity training

THE CORRECT BIAS

Weighing the fairness of poli cy

is aoribulableto peoplewho don't live in
the hall they're v~andalizing.Making it so
that everyone has to share the cost has
die potential lo bring down overall fines.
The counter-argument is that this
system would be unfair to thoseliving
in chem-free dorms. But this is easily reTheway Colbydeals withthe diversiI never really followed SGA before torted F'irs%tlKSsesnfcjV^Kaosometirnes ty issue is flawed Granted, I am a white,
this year. Like most Colby students, I commit dorm damage that they're never privileged straightmale who most cerdidn't think it had much tangible bear- responsible for. Second, policyisalways tainly doesn't understandthe challenges
ing on my life. OccasionallyI'd vote in about choosing between two unfair sys- that one who doesn't fit all thesecriteria
elections, but oftentimes I'd forget This tems. Currcndy, responsible residentsof lace; I never will To truly understand
was easy to justify: on many ballots, high-traffic dorms bear an unfair pro- someone's position, you have to live it
candidates ran unopposed.Eustis, aka portion of the fines. Seniors wholive in no amount of "training" can change that
Useless, always seemed more deserv- the Apartmentsoften have littlecontrol But you can learn to recognizeand apingof my attention;that's wherethe ac- over the flow of chaos that stampedes preciate someone's position.
tual decisionswerebeingmade. Unless throughthen- dorm every Saturdaynight
About every two weeks or so I get
you've tried to cut throughthe swamp Whether costsare dorm specific, or split an email from the Pugh Center or the
of club funding, then SGA probably amongstthe entire populace, someone General AiiTKiuntxrneras about increashas to pay for vandalism they had nodi- ing awareness and acceptance through
doesn't matter much to you.
SGA is kind of like the U.N They can ing to do with.So thequestion becomes
, trainings.Whether this be the Colby
pass resolutions.Theycan make sugges- "Which systemis lessuxifair?"
Unitedproject.Allytrainings, or
It's nearly impossible to craft policy the premise is the same.Takea groupof
tions. They can givethemselvesa pat on
,
proving
that
they've
representfrom
which
everyone
benefits.
No
dorm
the back
willingpeople, sit memdown for a coued the minorityof studentswho vote in is an island Mostpeople visit more than
polls or elections.This powerisn't totally one donn on any given night. We live on
irrelevant—Useless
, aloof as it may be, a fluid campus; "home" is not limitedto
might still be open to input—butit does our specifically assignedliving space. Of
contributeto die perceptionof SGA as a course, undertheproposedsystem,some
placatorybody, a way to convince stu- people will pay for damage they have
nothing to do with, but that'll happen to
dentsthattheyactuallyhave a say.
When issues come along that do a far lesser degreethan it currently does
pertain to our culture—which do have
Franklin Delano Roosevelt underpractical consequences—it's important stood the value of experimentation.He
to engage with them, statingyour opin- enacted policy after policy, hoping that
ion in the loudest, mostconfrontational some would be effective in fighting the
way possible. Controversyis what ex- DepressiorLIt worked Even if you don't
cites people; conflict is the engineof ef- share my belief that Kandel's proposal
fectivedemocracy.
will lessen overall dorm damage costs
rv^cently, SGA tabled a proposal whileimplementing a fairer system, you
from Stindevant Donn President Jacob should still embrace the experiment I
Kandel '16 to split dorm damage costs acknowledgethat I mightbe wrong.But
equally among all students for a trial when the status quo LS problematic, it beperiod of one semester. I'm strongly in comes necessary shake things up, even if
favor of the motion; most dorm damage only feeore semester.

Give me meaty Mondays back

protein, iron, vitamins and all the good
things your bodyneedsto create muscle
and break down rats. A diet with meat
doesn't require expensive supplements
or the need to watch what you eat in order to make sure that your receive suffiThere is nothing I hate more than cient nutrients, because you always do.
Mondays, not because they are the start
If we lived in a place where food
of the week or the end of the weekend was scarce—and not just because the
but becausethey are meatless. I despise Sodexo people forgot to replace the
the feeling when I rush to Dana to get peanutbutter—wewould eat what was
in line, get into the dining halt, and am given to us. Vegetarianism and veganstuck eating grass with a side of dirt The ismare priveliges.
only thing I can enjoy on MeatlessMonMeatless Monday is not cheaper, the
days is well.. .nothing. Mondays mark same amount of meat is distributed in
the day in which two out of the threedin- two dining halls instead of three. This is
ing halls fill over capacity to compensate Ihe samereasonthat it is not betterfor the
for the lack of meat in one of them.Tobe environment The net total of meat stays
brutally honest we aren't a community roughlythe same; all that Meatless Monof vegetarians.Colby's an athletic popu- day does is crowd most of the campus
lation; we need our protein. Meatless into two dininghalls instead of one.
Mondaysare the bane of my Colby exisWe crave a balanced diet One that
tence. They're the equivalent of playing feeds the soul rwurishes the body and
culinary RussianRoulette: maybe I'll get makes Colby a better place without
some meal for lunch or maybe I won't
Meatless Mondays. You knowthoseDiNow 1 understand that Meatless rect TV commercialsthat show how bad
Monday has its benefits; it's better for TV leads to a chain of events that can put
the environment it 's cfieaper and its you in a landfill or wake up with a tattoo?
healthier, thesepoints can all be refuted The same goes for Meatless Mondays.
quite easily. First we humansare omni- Just imagine: you go to Dana and don't
vores, not herbivoresor carnivores. We find protein. Not having enough energy
need a balanced diet We are support- to go to class, you skip, committingacaing local business by purchasingmeat demic dishonesty and violating Colby's
We are being real Amencanswho help ideals of higher education, ultimately
agricultural business grow. Tlie animals putting shame to the college and us all. If
are going to die anyway, we might as only you had tliat pieceof meat on Monwell continue the human tradition of day, then not only would you feci better,
enjoying the fruits of mother nature. having not ruined yourColby career, but
If everyone slopped eating meat how you would be helping tlie environment
many animals would be exterminated? supporting American business, and proQuite frankly, meat LS Dawn Strout 's viding a means for the community to
gift to humankind. It 's chock full of keepon improving.
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ple of hours without a break and lecture
them on diversity
Now there are two key issues with
this. The first is that thepeople who go to
these events are, as statedbefore, willing.
They wantto be there, and a person who
wants to better themselvesthoughthese
events probablyisn't the one whoneeds
help. Thesetrainingsoften preachto the
choir, creating no tangible results in the
overall goal of pronwting understating
by educating the ignorant
The second issue is that these trainings are lectures. From my personal
experience they involve an expert in the
field givinga very callousand calculated
speech devoid of real life examples or
practical use. They simply reiteratefacts
aiTdgweoffstatisucs.TliiSLSall well and
good if one has to wnte a thesis on ihe
issue, but it's a terrible and backwards
way to explain human struggles, emotions, successes, and diversity.I believe
the only way to recognizediversity and
accept it is to live it
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When I say "live it " I mean having lunch with someonedifferent from
you. Joining a club about an issue that
you know nothing about Smiling to the
strangerwalkingpastyou.The more mat
we interact with each other, the more we
realize how similarwe are. Once we establish our similarities, wc can recognize
and accept our differences.This is how
great social changehappens not through
trainmg, but with realmteracuoa
So thoseare my qualms with the
diversity trainings at Colby. They
are silly, ineffective and consume
resources that could be used to really promote understanding. Just
as you won't go to Canadian training to understand a Canadian's life,
you won't go to ally trainingto learn
about the life of a person with a different sexual orientation and how
best to support them. The only way
to promote diversity is to live it and
I think that we as a Colby community can all do that
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Visiting Professor Rachel C. Flynn shares poetic vision
By
GENEVIEVE
USTON-OAKDEN

&

JOSEPH WHITFIELD
NEWS STAFF

"When ! dure lo be powerful, to
use my strength in the service of my
Vision, then it becomes less and less
important whether I am afraid
Andre Lord

The abov e quotation is Veiling Professor of English (Creative
Writing) Rachel (_" . Fl ynn "s personal mantra, as well as some of her
kev advice to her poetry students in
boih life and the creative process.
Her love of poetry first developed
as a young girl visiting her grandmother , a German immigrant who
lived in upstate New York near the
Catskill Mountains. Flynn recalls
her "cooking fabulous goulashes
and the wav she could go about her
household duties and recite sonnets
by Edna St. Vincent Mi Hay-—dozens of them from memory. Hearing
those cadences (mixed in with the
food 1 would be sneaking throughout) was how I first gained an ear
and an appreciation for poetry. I
guess the other thing is I just grav itate toward story."
f l ynn went to Indiana University and majored in journal-

ism and medieval history before
receiving a Master 's degree in
creative writing. Poetry was her
relief and "private thing, " but she
figured she had to have a "grown
up job"—-so she went to law
school. Nevertheless , she continued teaching at night (at Northwestern University), writing in
parking lots and in gridlocked
traffic as well as during seminars and conferences; "I had so
many folders on the health care
privacy act with my poems written in the marg ins. " Her writin g

"It feels
wonderful to
be at a desk
surrounded
by poetry
rather than
having to
sneak it in
at a lunch
minute. "
career gradually became a more
prominent feature in her life , and
eventually, concerned by the feeling of "if not now , when? She left
Chicago and moved to Ciorham ,
Maine with her family. In her

eyes, the transition "essentially
came down to the fact that we
wanted to raise our kids by the
ocean. " She came to believe that
dividing herself between two different careers was spreading herself too thin: "I didn 't want to be
that kind of poet or that kind of
mom...l was kind of okay with
being that kind of lawyer!" Instead , she wanted to focus upon
raising her kids and being a poet.
While busy acclimating to life
at the College, Flynn describes her
experience as "energizing and invigorating," telling us that she is
having a "spectacular time. " During
her interview process, she taught a
poetry course and "came away from
that class just loving the students."
For her, the best part of this experience is having it all be about the
thing she loves lo do: "it feels wonderful to be al a desk surrounded by
poetry rather than having to sneak
it in during a lunch minute or after
the baby went to bed and before he
woke up again at 2 a.m." She comments upon the way students come
to her office and spend time talking about "life and poetry and how
they intermingle—rather than about
manufacturing agreements which
1 was always like 'please, don 't sit
down. '"
Passionate about the liberal arts
education , Flynn urges students to
take poetry classes whether they
hope to become a lawyer, an ac-

countant or a botanist. She believes
that "having an appreciation for
the things that poetry teaches you
in terms of making precise word
choices, avoiding cliche—because
let 's face it, we all need to—compressing rather than rambling mediocre verse and to say exactly the

right words in exactly the right order is valuable to everyone. Having
poetry in your life will always be
beneficial , and though there isn 't an
immense poetry culture in America,
"when the rubber hits the road, people look to poetry because it deals
with the universality of emotion."

RACHELCONTRENIFLYNN COM

Visitingprofessor RachelFlynnuses a richpersonalbackground in Iter writing

Crook explorescensors Colby on Stage to Premiere
in German Jesuit society

Prof essor David
Crook explores
musical culture.

Last week, as a part of the "Censorship Uncovered" series, Colby
brought in University of WisconsinMadison Professor of Music History and Musicology David Crook.
The talk , which was the second of
this year 's Annual Humanities theme,
focused on the censorship of Sixteenth Century heretical expression,
namely in Bavarian music and German Jesuit society.
The lecture was
accompanied
by
the vocal styhngs
of the Colby Collegium who performed several of the
censored madrigals
detailed by Crook.
Many
of the
work s included were
those written by the
most published and
prolific 16th century composer Orlando di Lasso, who by the same
token was the most catalogued in

lor such censorship was and has
always been the potency of "music
[which] breaks down our defenses;
in other w ords, if we hear something very beautiful , we are willing
to excuse something with which
we might hav e mixed views."
Eventually, the localized systems of censorship could not handle the overwhelming output of
publications on every subject , every year and from every region.
Ultimately, freedom of expression prevailed despite suppressive
government effort just as Crook
points out that individuals today
such as Julian Assange and Edward
Snowden, despite a more centralized, systematic and
comprehensive control , manage to stay
a few steps ahead
of the government
Still , Crook argues, "censorship,
nevertheless ,
remains an important
constituent of various states through
subsequent decades."
Though such restrictions will always
experience subversion , even with the
more lax policy
seen today, censorship remains influential in society and is capable
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By MIKE SHEPHARD
NFWs STAFF

The cause
for such
censorship
has always
been the potency of
"music which
breaks down
our defenses"
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By JULIANNA HAUBNER
CO-EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

This weekend, as parents
and f a m i l i e s arrive on the Hill
for Famil y Homecoming, they
will be treated to fun , fanfare
and a football game. Among
the planned panels , receptions
and events that are available
for guests—and students—to
attend is Colb y On Stage , an
annual event produced by the
Theater and Dance Department that showcases the performance clubs and arts opportunities on campus. The event ,
which has been historicall y
popular and expects a large audience this weekend , will take
p lace in Strider Theater.
Serving as the Artistic Director of the event this year is
Assistant Professor of Theater
and Dance Todd Coulter (faculty members trade off Ihe position each year), who has been
working with Stage Manager
Julie MacLean '15 and Master
of Ceremonies Maggie Bower
'15 to put together an entertaining and interesting show.
Attendees can expect performances from Taiko D r u m m i n g ,
Powder and Wig, Broadway
Musical
Review, Vuvuzela .
Colby Dancers , Hypnotik , and
two departmental groups.
YVhi!,- Ihe chnuf dime In «hmu

Dance arc part of Ihe Colby (and
more broadly the libera l arts)
education . Coulter explained
that , above all , Colby On Stage
is about uniting the artisitic
experiences that are available
on the Hill. "We are proud to
invite the clubs to share their
extracurricular work on stage
alongside the curricular work of
the department ," he said. "[It]
gives us a chance to show the
vibrancy of our programs and
the crucial role the arts play in
the Colby education. "
Coulter also expressed his
excitement about upcoming
events in the department , including student Mika Mintz
' 1 4 ' s work and Professor and
Theater and Dance Department
Chair Lynne Connor 's Runnals XXX , w h i c h he called "a
mashup of scenes from 2500
years of banned plays...and a
collage of movement , music ,
comedy and Hi p-Hop all responding to the promise—seen ,
unseen, erased—of the A m e r i -

can dream. " It w i l l premiere
on Nov. 21 and run throughout
that weekend.
Whatever your p lans this
weekend , Colb y On Stage is
an event not to be missed. The

"[It] gives
us a chance
to show the
vibrancy of
our programs
and the
crucial role
the arts p lay
in the Colby
education. "
show w i l l beg in at 7:30 p.m.
"We regularl y have had full
houses , and have had to turn
people away, " Coulter warned ,
"so get here early!"
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Kidz b Kidz brings art and philanthropy to Colby
By TERRY O'CONNOR
ASST. A&E EDITOR

Bringing a national nonprofi t to the Colby campus ,
Aly Reicheld '16 and Hannah
Corderman ' 16 add Kidz b
Kidz to the College 's long list
of student-run philanthropic
outlets. Insp ired by her mom 's
founding of the Boston based
organization , Corderman decided to give her fellow peers
the chance to be active participants in the emotional and
physical healing of children
confronting serious illness.
The
organization
brings
groups of kids together in
what are called Art Parties ,
where kids are taught that doing something as simple as
drawing a p icture can hel p in
the lives of countless sick children. The art created during
these parties goes directly into
the production of various retail and institutional lines; the
proceeds of which are donated
to Children 's Hospital Boston.
Some of these vary from clothing lines to ceramics to paper
products used in hosp itals.
Most recently, Kidz b Kidz has
signed a deal with Hannaford
Supermarkets to use designs by
kids for their reusable bags.

While the organization seeks
to involve kids in the healing
of other kids , Corderman explains just how valuable the
experiences can be to all'who
are involved. "You learn a lot
by participating in the Art Par-

ties; just about how you [and
every little thing] can make a
difference ," she said. In this
way, the introduction of Kidz
b Kidz to campus seeks to
benefit students and children
alike. Students are thus able to

devote t i m e to help organize
the Art Parties , w h i l e kids in
attendance can learn about and
hel p improve the lives of sick
children.
Though just starting out ,
the new club wilt be working

FAMILYCIRCLE COIV

Corderman '16 works with one of the children during one of the many Kidz b Kidz Art Parties.

throug h the Colby Volunteer
Center to organize Art Parties.
In the future , Reicheld and
Corderman plan on reaching
out to direct funds from Colby Art Parties toward causes
within the greater Waterville area. Reicheld exp lains .
"Hopefully it will reall y take
off because if it does it can
be more about Waterville ,"
Reicheld exp lained. "A little
bit more independent. It 's really easy to redirect the focus
to specific areas. " With that
goal in mind , the two are raising awareness about the accessibility of what they 're doing.
"The low c o m m i t m e n t makes
it super easy just to get involved. " Corderman said.
Having embarked on a similar mission in hi gh school ,
Corderman is no stranger to
the world of volunteering. The
Kidz b Kidz club she started
at Needham High School attracted
numerous
student
members , as well as helped
create new ideas for product
lines and merchandise. Hoping to accomplish the same
means at Colb y, Reicheld and
Corderman are expanding the
mission of the organization by
promoting p h i l a n t h r o p y as an
easy and rewarding endeavor
for kids of all ages.

Author Profile: Bill Roorbach

Former Colby prof essor reveals his
writing success.
By DAVID DINICOLA
A&E EDITOR

Author and former Associate Professor of English Bill
Roorbach
recently
visited
campus as part of the Kristina Stahl Writer-in Residence
program.
Roorbach
shared some of his newest
work , namely passages from
his recently published book
Life Among Giants (2012).
Roorbach
has
garnered
much presti ge for his literary exploits , both in fiction
and non-fiction. His literary laurels include the Flannery O'Connor and O. Henry Prize-winning Big Bend
(20D0), as well as non-fiction
texts like Into Woods (2002)
and Temple Stream (2005).
According to the author ,
writing has p layed a primary role in his life since early

childhood: "I asked Santa for
a desk when I was five ," Roorbach said. When his mother
inquired about this rather curious request , he rep lied , "because 1 want to be a writer. "
Roorbach added that this interest most likely stemmed from
readings his mother shared
with her children. He not only
got the desk; he still has it.
As far as his inspiration is
concerned , Roorbach has a
rich personal history to pull
from—including a wide range
of geograp hical locations. As a
child , the author moved around
the United States and identifies this , as well as his love of
travel , as primary instruments
in his literary toolbox. "1 think
[moving around from p lace to
place] hel ped me notice people
and p laces. It hel ped me work
against emotional security. "
Writing in two styles , however, is a double-edged sword
for Roorbach. He often enjoys
the responses he gets from people in his life who can identify
certain similarities between the
author 's life and his literature.
"When I write fiction , people
say, 'I know that 's really you. '

When I write nonfiction , they
say,' 'I know you made that
up, '" but after working many
different occupations ranging from handiwork to professional editing, Roorbach
said these experiences have
allowed him a great deal of
insi ght into the worl d around
him. "[My development process] is built from many peop le and experiences in a mag ical process I can 't exp lain. "
After all the accolades and
publishing success, Roorbach
noted that the experience is
"n o t h i n g like what you expect , just more work and
many d i s a p p o i n t m e n t s . " Despite the trials even the most
polished and celebrated of
writers face , Roorbach added
(on a li g hter note) that his
authorial role also provided
him with "godlike power."
Roorbach is currently in the
process of finishing another novel,
Storm of the Century, which is set
for release by Algonquin Books
next fall. With each published
work, Roorbach feels a strong
sense of connection with his audience. "I love my readers, and it's
always one reader at a time. "
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DEVASTATOR OF THE WEEK

BY THE NUMBERS
46: Men's Cross Country's team score in the
Maine State Championship race on Sat. Oct
19. The score , boosted
by stellar times from
first-years and upperclasssmen alike, earned
the Mules second place
in the event.
19:13.114: Finishing time
for Colby Men's Crew alumnus Pete Morelli '02, who
took first place in the Men's
Master 1class race at the
Head of the Charles. The
current Colby team placed
34th in their competition.

Emily Brook '15
SPORT:
Soccer

HOMETOWN:

Cy JL

Total saves y^g season,

most in the NESCAC

Duxbury, MA
WHY: The eighth-placed women's soccer team has
played a very successful October, with only one
loss in six games to date. Doing more than her
share to help earn the impressive October record is
third-year goaltender Brook. In 1
1games this year,
Brook has more saves than the four goaltenders of
league-leading Middlebury and Williams combined.
Her recent performances against conference rivals
Hamilton and Connecticut College earned Brook
the NESCAC Player of the Week Honors.

WE NOW TAKE CREDIT
AND DEBIT CARDS!!!
Goose Island Summertime 6 Pack
Now only 4.99 + Tax and Deposit
Woodchuck Hard Cider 6 Pack
Now only 7.99 + Tax and Deposit
Jagermeister Spice Liqueur Cinnamon &
Vanilla
21+ Free Tasting, Thursday 4-6 p.m.
Open Sun-Wed until 9 p.m., Thurs
until 10 p.m., Fri & Sat until midnight
We now have the largest selection of domestic and
import beers in Central Maine.

873-6228

JOKAS' DISCOUNT BEVERAGES
52 Front St., Waterville, ME

MULE WEEKLY ROUNDUP

f\ yt

POSITION:

Goalkeeper

5: Years since Field Hockey's last appearance in the
NESCAC playoffs. With a
victory last weekend, the
Mules earned their ticket
back, having last reached
the quarterfinals in 2008.

JOKAS'
StHCIALS

By PETE CRONKITE

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Cross C o u n t r y . The 2013
Maine State Women 's and
Men 's Cross Country Champ ionships were held at Colby,
and judging by the results , the
Mules should push to host the
tournament more often. Both
teams surprised their local
NESCAC rivals with secondp lace finishes. Bates topped the
women 's table while Bowdoin
won the men 's. The nationally
30th-ranked women 's team and
33rd-ranked men 's team both
fielded top ten-finishing runners in their respective races.

Cross country will travel next
weekend down to Connecticut College for the even more
competitive NESCAC Championshi ps.

Saturday against the Polar Bears
who, for their part , have the
league 's most potent attack.

Field Hockey: On the back
of a two-game winning streak ,
in which they have put up a 9-1
goal differential , the Mules have
clinched a playoff spot with
three games remaining. Colby
currentl y sits in fifth p lace in
the conference, and still has
league matches against Bowdoin
and Bates before the season 's
close. The women boast the
stingiest defense in the league,
one that will be put to the test

Volleyball: Following an important NESCAC victory over
Wesleyan , the volleyball team
has slipped into a rough patch
in late October. The Mules have
dropped three games in a row,
all to difficult in-conference opponents. The team has a loaded
weekend coming up, with the
two-day Hall of Fame Tournament in Massachusetts. Eighthplace Colby will play four more
regular season games after the
tournament , including only one
at home.

defense will miss most though.
Even more so than Wilfork , Mayo
is the heart and the center of that
unit. Given the ridiculous number
of injuries to key players on the
defensive side of the ball , I was
relatively happy with the performance against the Jets. They
didn 't look perfect , and there were
times when they couldn 't get off
the field to save their lives , but
that is to be expected when a unit
has to be cobbled together. The lion 's share of the blame here falls
to the offense, and one player on
that unit in particular.
Tom Brady cost the Patriots this game. I don 't think I've
ever written those words before.
It hurt. But sometimes the truth
hurts , and as horrible as that call
at the end was (wh y is " pushing * a penalty in a CONTACT
SPORT?'.'??); Brady 's ineonsis-

as to why this game was lost.
Brady missed at least three wideopen throws that 1 saw, most notabl y overthrowing Gronkowski ,
who was facing him to try to
make a miraculous one-handed
grab. Brady 's pick-six to start
the second half capped off three
straig ht plays where he fumbled
twice in a row and then threw
the interception. If Brady played
even close to where we 've seen
him in the past , this game doesn 't
go to OT, and its not close by the
start of the 4th quarter.
Next up is the Dolp hins in
Foxboro . which will not be easy,
especially since the Dolphins are
better on both sides of the ball
than the Jets . One bright spot
from this week . Gronkowski' s 8
catches tor 114 yards , will have
lo be even bi gger next week il the
Patriots would like to a\oid losing

Pats dro p controversial game to Jets

New rule enf orced
in OT against Jets
results in road loss
By HIB SCHENCK
STAFF WRITER

Well , it 's been a pair of up and
down weeks for Patriots fans.
Last weekend wc witnessed an
amazing comeback orchestrated
by Tom Brady on his third try at
the two-minute drill in the 4th
quarter. A wonderful series of
throws and catches was capped
off by Kenbrell Thompkins '
spectacular TI) grab lo raise the
Patriots above the Saints 3027 . This weekend , the return of
(ironk seeming ly promised a fun
afternoon for the Patriots as they
tnnlf «« tfv- Via... V,., L t-to in rk-

Meadowlands on Sunday. Unfortunately, an uneven performance
from the usuall y elite Tom Brady,
a very banged-up defense and a
strange new penalty call combined to help the Jets pull off the
upset and snap New England' s
12-game winning streak against
divisional opponents . Going 1-1
in this stretch isn 't the end of
the road , but once they stole the
game against the Saints , dropping
a toug h game that they should
have won is a mistake they may
regret when playoff-seeding time
comes around.
The game versus the Saints
was an all-time classic game ,
kept close throughout and ending
on a miraculous drive with a puir
of huge defensive stops to boot.
The Patriots ' defense came up
huge , limiting Marquis Colston
to one catch and all-pro TE Jim„!v rlraWiM *•« MAM* Hocnilo il,, .

defense 's good play. Drew Brees
still managed to put points up,
which is only to be expected ,
but the offense was great when it
counted. Looking back , though ,
the offensive performance over
that entire game was uneven ,
which now glares from the shine
of the lackluster performance put
up against New York.
As for the defense, a huge victory for the unit (as well as the
team overall) last week came at
a huge cost. Captain and leadingtackier Jerrod Mayo was lost for
the season , joining the other defensive captain , Vince Wilfork
(torn pectoral muscle), on the
Injured Reserve. To worsen the
matter is a flare up in the hip of
top DB Aqib Talib. Talib joined
DT Tommy Kelly, another key
starter , on the inactive list this
week , hut hopefully he will return
Mnn
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M. Soccer thrashes UMaine-Farmington

Mules struggle
in NESCAC af ter
non-league win

By ZACHARY ELLENTHAL
STAFF WRITER

The Colbymen's soccer team dominated from start to finish in a make-up
comestagainst the Universityof MameFarrningtODthis weekend, topping their
out-ofccriferenceopponentsby a score
of 5-0.
The Mules controlledpossessionfor
the entirety of the first half, but wereunable to breakthrough until the Beavers
committed an own goal m the 39th minute. Tun Stanton '16 forced the issue
whenhe advanced mto the 18-yard box.

forcingthe defender to errantryclearthe
The Mules suffocated Famungton
ball mto his own net
tliroughout the game, outshootrng them
The fortuitous luck continuedfor the 29-4. Colby goalkeeper Peter Quayle
Mules in the 48th minute whena sec- '15 wasforced to makejust one saveen
ond own goal by the Beavers' defense route to a clean sheet
made the score2-0. Keith Chemm's 'IS
The Muleswere unable to carry over
shot attemptappearedto be gomg wide, their winning ways into any of thenbut the Famungton defense onceagain next threeNew England Small Colclearedthe ballmto theirown net
lege Athletic Conference (NESCAC)
Colbyscored threemoregoals of the matches, felling to Amherst College,
normal variety to turn this match into ConnecticutCollege and HamiltonCola blowout Just three minutes after the lege, successively
Amherstforward Christopher Martm
second own goal, Charlie Dupee '15
caprtalMcd on a turnoverto beat Beaver netted two goalsto grve the Lord Jeffs a
goalkeeper Rome Moralesto his right 2-0 lead eariymthe secondhalf The first
Chernm upped the score to 4-0 when of Martin's goalscameon a diving headhe received a feed from Matt Giron '16 er that eluded Mute goalkeeperCody
and tucked his shot right urrterneaththe Funkhouser '15 Justoneminute into the
crossbar. Quad-captain Jonathan Som- second half, Martin's second goal, this
mer'14 added the final tallyon a header tome by foot doubled the deficit
off of a crossfrom Dan \fogel T6.
The Lord Jeffs put the game out of

reach on TommyHaskeTs laser of a
Hamilton College ran the team's losshot that clanked off of the postand in. ing streakto three gamesthis pastSaturColby avoidedthe shutout whenStanton day,topping theMutesbya scoreof4-1.
successfully convertedon a penaltylack Forthesecondstraightgame, Colby conafter beingdraggeddown m the penalty cededan carrygoal whenDanKraynak
area. Funkhouser made nme saves m the convertedon his strike from30 yardsout
3-1defeat
just 90 seconds mto the contest
The Mules experienced a quick turnQuad-captain Grey Benjamin '14
around with a gameagainstConnecticut pulledthe Muteseven at the 13th minute
College the next day The Camels took mark after receiving a lob from Andrew
an early lead when Matthew Bitchell Woonton' 15 that put hrm all alone out
placed his shot perfectlyinto theupper m front of the net Just five mmuteslater,
right comer of the net
though, Kraynak scored his second of
Later on, the Mules were forced the game to restore the Continental's
to play a man down after a red card. lead.AdditionalContinental goalsin the
ConnecticutCollege made it hurt, as 31st minute and the 81st minute put the
Paul Bacigalupo and Daniel Adair gameout of reachfor Colby.
added goals in the 76th and 81st minThe lossdroppedColby to 4-8 overall
utes, respectively, to put the game and 0-8 in the NESCAC.Justtwo games
away. The Mules were outshot 20-11 remain for the Mules, against in-state riin the 3-0 defeat
vals Bowdoin and Bates.
STANDINGS
STATISTICS
niij miiBwn ^—^—^——^———

PHOTO COURTESY OF JULIANNA HAUBNER

Colby quad-captain Nate Tolman '14 handles a ball inf ront of his own defense and goalkeeper Cody Funkhouser '15.
The Mules dominated out of conference once more, but also continued to struggle when faced with NESCAC opposition.

Football bounces back
By HIB SCHENCK
STAFF WRITER

PHOTO COURTESY OF JUUANNA HAUBNEF

Colby starting quarterback Justin
Ciero ' 16 dropping back to pass.

The Colby College football
team returned home last week
after a tough two weeks on the
road , facing powerhouses Middlebury College and Wesleyan
University in consecutive games.
The schedule wouldn 't get any
easier for the Mules, who hosted
the Lord Jeffs from Amherst College. Colby 's opponents over the
past three games have come into
the game with a combined record
of 8-1. A truly difficult conference schedule to face mid-season.
Colby wasn 't intimidated going into the game , though , and
they were determined to use a

little home cooking to pull off
the upset. The game was close
all the way through , and neither
team managed to score in the
first half. The Mules took the
lead when Justin Ciero '16 connected with Luke Duncklce '15
for an It-yard TD set up by a
huge interception by DB Zach
Padula '15. Duncklee also had a
29-yard reception earlier in the
drive. Those turned out to be the
only points of the third quarter ,
as Colby took a 7-0 lead into the
Final quarter . Amherst wasn 't
finished yet , though , tying the
game on a 72-yard TD strike in
the final frame before Colby took
the lead again with 3:43 to play
on a 31-yard field goal by junior
kicker Louw Scheepers. Colby

looked to be in good shape until Amherst did what elite teams
do: they found a way to win. The
Lord Jeffs drove down the field
and scored on a 17-yard pass play
to take a 14-10 lead with 33 ticks
left on the clock. Colby tried to
respond , but not enough time
was left and Amherst managed to
escape Waterville with a narrow
victory. The loss dropped Colby
to 1-3 , though all three losses
have come to teams that after
that week had a combined record
of 11-1. The rest of the schedule promises to be easier, with a
combined remaining record under .500.
First on the list of opponents
that are not perennial powerhouses is Hamilton College.

Ciero and Duncklee again came
up huge as Colby romped to an
impressive 38-17 win. Junioi
D-lineman CT Harris registered
4 sacks to lead the defense in a
smothering road effort . It was
a good win for a team that had
really struggled against the besl
teams in the conference in the
past. The Mules had earned this
one and their hard work shown
through in the blowout win.
Next up on the schedule
for the Mules is in-state rival
Bates College. When the twe
squads matched up in Lewiston.
Maine last season , the Bobcats
came away with a resounding
31-7 win. This year though , tht
Mules will be hosting and looking for revenge* . . .

